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Read before use - WARNINGS!
1. Be very gentle with the switch - NEVER press switch inwards! Only left or right.
2. Do not leave the Unit (black box) in direct sunlight.
3. Parts Per Million (PPM) drops in the solution over time due to Ions sticking to the glass container so use quickly
for the highest PPM.
4. Always use the purest water, distilled or de-ionised is perfect.
5. Always use a Glass container, NEVER plastic!
6. Do not leave glass in direct sunlight whilst making the Solution.
7. The Test switch is for testing only, leaving the LED on reduces power significantly. However, it will still create a
powerful, usable solution.
8. Try not to allow Silver Rods to touch each other when powered up, or you will create a “short circuit” which may or
may not damage the device.
9. When upside down (Bottom View), try not to assemble the unit on an abrasive surface.
Instructions
1. Plug the Solar Panel into the unit and place (Solar Panel) into the light (full sun or cloudy is fine)
2. Use the test switch to confirm power is going to your unit, wait a few seconds for the unit to power up (LED will
become bright)
3. Remove Silver rods from their packaging
4. With the unit upside down (Bottom View, image below), Insert Silver Rods vertically into the Mount and screw
both until they are secure.
5. Place the unit on top of your Glass water container.
6. Turn LED off with the switch.
How to make a Colloid?
Option 1: (easy Way) Add ½ - 1 drop of Inverted Sugar Syrup to your water and stir well, prior to making your Solution. –
All Silver Solutions will have a bitter after taste if imbibed
Option 2: (the long way) Add ½ - 1 drop of inverted Sugar Syrup after you have made your solution and stir well,
preferably with a magnetic stirrer, for approximately 1 hour
For more information on what you can do with this device simply visit www.quantumhealingcentre.co.uk/sss.html

Useful tips to prolong the life of the Silver Rods and Solar Panel
1. When eventually, the Cathode (positive Silver rod - Red Wire) appears to be getting thin, swap them around and
put the Anode (-) into the Cathode (+) Red wire (Bottom View)
2. Always gently wipe Silver rods clean after use with a dry paper towel,
3. To thoroughly clean use a copper “type” metallic scrubbing pad - NEVER sand paper or a scotch bright type
abrasive.
4. With regards to the Solar Panel, when you have finished using the unit, store the Solar Panel in its original plastic
cover to protect from scratching and dust, then store in a safe place.

Buying 1mm diameter 99.99% Silver Rods online is usually quite easy but if you have trouble finding a trusted source then please feel
free to order some from my website www.quantumhealingcentre.co.uk/sss.html

